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… or are we offering short circuit masking inadequately professional formation?
Guarantees a good intention also a good result?
We are living now a time period of rapid change, a matter of challenge and a quest of competence, what means 
logic behavior, problem solving and mastery of new knowledge.

For developing professional key skill we need reflections and conceptional thinking 
today difficult to transfer with obligatory training methods - yet also basic for the realization of choosing wisely, 
otherwise we are losing the embedded benefit. We end with a new proposal: Can choosing wisely stimulate a 
change of paradigma in training ? (Horizontal learning instead of vertical training)

Why do residents order unnecessary labs? B.S. Yasgur. Issue of Today’s hospitalist. March 2017
Philadelphia’s hospital of university of Pensylvania. 
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Can we consider choosing wisely as effective tool to guide 
professional attitudes of Y-generation residents at long term?
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Delayed profit in competence - 
Quantity before quality - Sectorial
thinking - Unoriented behavior -

Lack of logic thinking and key skills -
More and more very problematic patients - 

Fewer opportunities for training 
on the job - Generation problems on 

work-life balance and  
teaching methods 

1. Work Conditions 
„More than 50% 
of time on PC“

5. General Evolution 
„Digitalisation and 
technologization 

goes on“

3. Demographic 
Evolution „Less is 
more- and a real 

reflection on 
activism“

2. Tendencies in Care 
„Business activity 

before professional 
training“

4. Change of 
Values 

„Economization 
and specialization 

first“

8. Work Contract
„Work-hours 
limitation and 

compensation of 
over time?“

7. Methods of 
Training

 „To much theory and
to short on 

the job“

6. Professional 
Know how

 „Exponential growth
- good selection 

problematic“
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